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Step into the future of insurance customer service 
with Xceedance.
In the ever-evolving landscape of the insurance industry, the role of contact centers has become increasingly pivotal. At 
Xceedance, we’re not just keeping pace but setting the standard. Our contact center services are designed to transform 
policyholder support, leveraging our unique strengths to offer unparalleled service. Xceedance reimagines the critical role 
contact centers play in the insurance industry. Several distinctive factors define our approach:

Adaptive Service Model
Our strategic reserve of agents, available on-demand, 
allows us to offer flexible and cost-effective solutions.  
This agility enables us to swiftly adapt to fluctuating 
demands, such as claim surges, ensuring timely and 
effective service delivery.

Unwavering Data Security
Adherence to stringent data protection and compliance 
standards is at the core of our operations. We employ 
robust cybersecurity measures to safeguard sensitive 
customer data, ensuring trust and confidentiality.

Omnichannel Communication
We prioritize engaging with policyholders through their 
preferred channels, including phone, web, chat, social 
media, email, and mobile apps. This omnichannel strategy 
ensures a cohesive and convenient customer journey.

Diverse Range of Services
Our service offerings are extensive and customizable to 
fit client-specific demands, from managing inbound and 
outbound communications to addressing urgent escalations 
and ensuring operational continuity.

Digital First Approach
Our operations are powered by digital innovation and 
cloud technology, which elevate the customer experience, 
enhance operational efficiencies, and support informed 
decision-making.

Specialized Knowledge in Insurance
Our team comprises not just skilled customer service 
professionals but also licensed experts in the insurance 
field. This combination of skills allows us to navigate the 
complexities of insurance queries and deliver superior 
customer experiences effectively.

Local Expertise with a Global Framework
Rooted in the United States and enhanced by a flexible 
global delivery model, Xceedance offers an unparalleled 
understanding of customer interactions, cultural  
subtleties, and policyholder expectations. This blend of 
local insight and global reach ensures relevant and  
cost-effective services.

A Spectrum of Clients
Our client base spans the entire insurance ecosystem, 
including but not limited to insurance companies, 
brokerage firms, agents, TPAs, global corporations, 
emerging startups, and governmental bodies. This wide-
ranging client portfolio speaks to our ability to tailor our 
services to diverse needs.

Continuous Availability
Understanding the unpredictable nature of insurance 
needs, especially during emergencies, 
our services are available 24/7. This 
ensures that assistance is always at  
hand for policyholders whenever 
and wherever  
it’s needed.
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Future-Ready, Full-Service Digital Offering

Seamless Policy Management
With intelligent technology and expert support, we ensure a smooth and efficient journey through every stage of the 
policy lifecycle.

• Unified Customer Interaction: Our advanced
omnichannel engine integrates all customer
touchpoints, delivering a unified and comprehensive
experience for every inquiry, issue, and request.

• Data-Driven Engagement: Leveraging AI and
customer data analytics, we initiate targeted outreach
that resonates deeply with policyholders, driving
personalized interactions and strategic initiatives.

• Streamlined Policy Issuance: Our automated
systems and expedited workflows, complemented by
comprehensive post-bind support, ensure a seamless
policy management process, enhancing overall
customer experience.

• Consultative Expertise: We provide in-depth policy
reviews and advice, supported by efficient case
management and adaptable processes, ensuring timely
and effective resolutions.

• Proactive Escalation Handling: Recognizing the critical
nature of service escalations, we offer a unique focus
on pre-emptive solutions and remediation strategies to
address issues before they escalate.

• Efficient Underwriting Support: Our seamless
system for underwriting inquiries ensures fast, precise
information exchange, reducing delays and enhancing
decision-making.

Choice 
of Channel

• Voice Calls
• SMS/

Messaging
• IVR
• Email
• Self Service

Portal
• Chatbots

Cloud and  
AI-enabled Ops

• Workforce Optimization Software
• Quality Management Software
• Computer Telephony Integration
• Automatic call Distributors
• CRM Application integration
• Intelligent Routing & Queue

Management
• Workflow Solutions

Cloud and AI-enabled 
Agent Support

• Knowledge 
Management Software

• Call/Screen Recording 
systems

• Real Time Intelligence
• Screen Pop Ups
• Real-time transcription
• Coaching & Guidance
• Guided Call Scripts  

AI-based Applications 
for Interaction Analytics

• Trend Analysis
• Root Cause

Analysis
• Queries Analysis
• Speech and

Text Analysis

• Unified Customer Experience
• Personalized Engagement
• Consultative Expertise
• Streamlined Underwriting
• Proactive Escalation Handling
• Efficient Policy Issuance

• 360-degree Claims Support
• Prompt FNOL Handling
• Claim Status Updates
• Efficient Service/Repair Referrals

• Peak Period Support
• 24/7 Support Option
• Holiday Service Coverage
• After Hours

− Emergencies/escalations
− General inquiries, FNOLs

& referrals
− Emergency Service Referrals

Accelerated  
Claims Processing

Seamless  
Policy Management

Uninterrupted  
Business Operations

Digital Enablement



Scan the QR code to visit our website, 
or go to www.xceedance.com

Learn how Xceedance can help your organization navigate complex market challenges, manage rapidly-evolving policyholder 
expectations, boost regulatory compliance, and kickstart enterprise transformation. Ready to find your way forward? 
Reach out to us at contact@xceedance.com to get started.

Enhanced Claims Experience
Our approach to claims management uses AI,  
automation, and real-time monitoring to transform  
the claims journey into an efficient, transparent,  
and customer-focused experience.

• Transparent Claims Tracking: Advanced tracking 
mechanisms provide real-time updates on claims status, 
ensuring policyholders are informed at every step.

• Comprehensive Claims Support: As a full-service  
hub, we employ omnichannel strategies to provide 
adequate support throughout the claims process, 
ensuring policyholder satisfaction.

• Immediate FNOL Response: Our system is designed 
for quick incident reporting and documentation, 
accelerating the claims process and enabling  
prompt resolutions.

• Streamlined Service Referrals: We facilitate quick 
connections with trusted service and repair partners, 
speeding up the post-claim restoration process and 
improving service efficiency.

Superior Business Continuity
Our scalable resources and resilient infrastructure ensure 
continuous operation, even during peak demands and 
outside standard business hours, maintaining high levels of 
customer satisfaction and minimizing disruptions.

• Peak Period Support: We provide scalable assistance 
during high-demand periods to ensure uninterrupted 
service.

• 24/7 Availability: Our round-the-clock service offers 
flexibility and accessibility, allowing us to address 
customer inquiries anytime.

• Holiday Support: We extend our commitment  
to seamless service during holidays, ensuring a  
stress-free experience for policyholders on  
special occasions.

• After-Hours Assistance: Specialized handling of urgent 
matters, including emergencies and FNOLs, guarantees 
comprehensive support and timely resolutions, even 
outside regular business hours.

Pioneering Customer Interaction
The Xceedance Digital Contact Center transforms insurance customer service by integrating deep industry expertise, 
a broad client base, and advanced digital solutions. We provide exceptional service, safeguard data, and help our clients 
navigate the dynamic world of insurance contact centers.

By partnering with Xceedance, you gain more than just a contact center provider; you gain a leader in insurance-focused 
strategic operations support committed to excellence, innovation, and unmatched policyholder care. 

Let’s collaborate to redefine customer service standards in the insurance industry.

https://www.xceedance.com
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